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RÜBIG HÄRTETECHNIK

Maximum precision and complex geometries are  typical for 
applications in the aviation industry

Austria

CAPGEMINI BELGIUM

Belgium

CENTRE SPATIAL DE LIEGE

Belgian - CSL is one of four test facilities of the European Space 
Agency (ESA) and specializes in evaluating the performance of 
satellite payloads  

Belgium

AAA CANADA INC

on-site manufacturing company that offers specialized 
subcontracting and technical assistance services related to 
industrialization, production and supplier monitoring processes 

Canada

ARIANE GROUP

Ariane Group develops, designs, manufactures and tests engines 
for the European Ariane launch vehicle 

France

THALES SIX GTS FRANCE SAS

Defence & Security
France

SIRIUS SPACE SERVICES

Sirius Space Services is an aerospace manufacturing company 
that provides sustainable and reusable launchers for small 
satellites

France

HGH SYSTEMES INFRAROUGES

HGH is a global provider of electro-optical devices for wide area 
surveillance, industrial thermography and Electro optical test 
solutions applications.

France

OPUS AEROSPACE

OPUS Aerospace designs, develops and manufactures launchers 
and spacecraft to accelerate space exploration.

France

TERRANIS

EO for agriculture and land management to limit the impact of 
climate change and facilitate agro-ecological transition.

France

MATRA ELECTRONIQUE

MATRA Electronics is positioned as a supplier able from 
specifications to design, build, integrate and accept full of 
electronic equipment. 

France

BASQUE INVEST

Investment agency
France

AIRBUS DEFENCE & SPACE

Geospatial intelligence and imagery commercialization
France

NICOMATIC

Nicomatic is a manufacturer of standard and special electrical 
connectors for harsh environment

France

AXON' CABLE SAS

Axon' design and manufacture innovative cabling, interconnect 
solutions, cable assemblies, connectors and mini systems for 
high tech applications.

France

ADVANCED BUSINESS EVENTS

France

CNES - CENTRE NATIONAL D'ETUDES SPATIALES

The Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) is the 
government agency responsible for shaping and implementing 

 France’s space policy in Europe.
France

MVG - MICROWAVE VISION GROUP

Cutting-edge technologies for the visualization of 
electromagnetic waves

France
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CAILABS

French deep tech company which designs, manufactures and 
distributes innovative photonic products for 
telecommunications, free space transmission, industrial lasers, 
and LANs

France

E.NOVA AEROSPACE

Engineering & Consulting Company on Innovative Aerospace 
Projects

France

THE EXPLORATION COMPANY GMBH

We make space exploration affordable, sustainable and open. A 
 global endeavor with European roots.

Germany

BAADER PLANETARIUM GMBH

Sternwarten-Installationen
Germany

AIRBUS DEFENSE AND SPACE GMBH

Airbus Defence and Space is the division of Airbus SE 
responsible for the development and manufacturing of the 
corporation's defense and space products and providing related 
services

Germany

CONSTELLR

daily, sub-field, LST imagery optimised for high-precision 
agriculture, temperature-derived crop health management, 
yield forecasting and sustainable resource management

Germany

S+D METALS GMBH

The S+D Speciality Metals Group is one of Europe’s largest 
stockists for semi-finished high-performance materials like 
titanium and titanium alloys, special stainless steel for aviation 
and aerospace or nickel and nickel alloys

Germany

GAMMA TECHNOLOGIES

A COMPREHENSIVE APPLICATION SIMULATION SUITE
Germany

COMTRONIC GMBH VERBINDUNGSTECHNIK

Designs, develops, and manufactures panels and LEDs for 
Military, Aerospace, Civil and other sectors.

Germany

BÖLLINGER GROUP HOLDING GMBH

Specialize in manufacturing innovative prototypes and 
producing development parts, as well as niche and special series 
production runs – primarily in the field of drive engineering

Germany

1000 KELVIN GMBH

Artificial Intelligence (AI) Co-pilot software for Additive 
Manufacturing (AM)

Germany

ROLLS-ROYCE DEUTSCHLAND LTD & CO KG

Rolls-Royce is pioneering sustainable electric aircraft technology 
to power the urban and regional air mobility markets of 
tomorrow.

Germany

DHRUVA SPACE PRIVATE LIMITED

National Award-winning space technology company focused on 
building full-stack space engineering solutions.

India

ACKTAR LTD

Advanced Coatings
Israel

AMD ENGINEERING

 Systems and projects in addi ve manufacturing field
Italy

METASENSING SRL

Radar Solutions
Italy

TEC EUROLAB SRL

Testing Center, Academy, Certification
Italy
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MET COMPANY SRL

EN 9100. By mean more than 60 machines and more than 30 
years expertise in additive manufacturing technologies, MET & 
INITIAL are European leaders to supply metal and polimeric 
parts for companies like AIRBUS, SAFRAN and other primary 
shareholders.

Italy

ATG ITALY SRL

Established over 50 years ago as an engineering company with a 
primary focus on the space sector, we have expanded our 
expertise to the BIG SCIENCE domain since 2022.

Italy

EIE GROUP SRL

EIE GROUP Srl is an International Engineering, Procurement, 
Construction & Commissioning (EPCC) Company globally 
operating for more than 30 years in areas such as Aerospace, 

 Astronomy, Astrophysics, and Big-Science.
Italy

LIKA ELECTRONIC SRL

Innovative rotary and linear encoders for motion control and 
positioning systems. Since its inception in 1982, Lika develops 
and manufactures incremental and absolute encoders based on 
optical and magnetic sensing technologies. 

Italy

NOVAEKA SRL

Novaeka designs systems for testing rocket engines and 
develops software to enhance value within corporate structures 
and products

Italy

THINKQUANTUM

ThinkQuantum srl is an innovative start-up, spin-off of the 
University of Padua, with the purpose to offer quantum-based 
technology solutions for cyber security and communication 
systems. 

Italy

BRETON SPA

Production of 3,4,5, and 6 axis upper gantry machining centres 
for the processing of components

Italy

HEIDENHAIN ITALIANA SRL

Italy

MEDITERRANEAN TECHNOLOGIES SRL

Mediterranean Technologies is focused on supply of Equipment 
and Systems, Turnkey Solutions of Satellite Antenna Systems 
(Earth Station), Design, Integration, Installation and 
Commissioning. Maintenance of Equipment and Systems.

Italy

STELLAR PROJECT SRL

We offer game-changing solutions for light satellites with a high 
degree of care towards space environmental sustainability.

Italy

T4I - TECHNOLOGY FOR PROPULSION AND INNOVATION

T4i focuses on innovative engines to open unexplored mobility 
forms to small satellite platforms and unlimited windows to 
access space.

Italy

FOMAS SPA

FOMAS Group manufactures forgings and seamless rolled rings, 
in any type of steel and non-ferrous alloys.

Italy

KOTRA MILANO

Government agency
Italy

AEROTEAM SRL

Aeroteam is a Sales Representative Company, established in 
1992 to promote companies manufacturing materials and 

 components for aerospace and automo ve applica ons.
Italy

INAF ISTITUTO NAZIONALE DI ASTROFISICA

RESEARCH ORGANISATION
Italy

HIT09 SRL

 Analysis, design, development and marketing of 
aeronautical/aerospace components, in particular small-size 
turbine propulsion units for UAVs and/or ultra-light aircraft.

Italy
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QASCOM

Space and cybersecurity engineering services. Advanced 
Navigation Systems. Simulation and test systems, Signal 
Intelligence & Electromagnetic Warfare 

Italy

ESEA AUTOMATION SRL

Leader in the industrial sector of automation and mechanics.
Italy

PRIMALUCELAB SPA

Development of innovative products that automate and allow 
remote control of any telescope

Italy

I4X - INDUSTRY 4.0 EXPLORER

Innovoative Start-up that develops new opportunities for 
industries and businesses powered by AI applications in the field 
of image recognition.

Italy

ISOCLIMA SPA

Security windows, Bullet-resistant glass,  Safety glass, laminated 
 glass, Cash carrying vehicles, Armoured cars

Italy

CTNA CLUSTER TECNOLOGICO NAZIONALE AEROSPAZIALE

National Aerospace Technology Cluster 
Italy

WEISS TECHNIK ITALIA SRL

Environmental simulation equipment
Italy

SUPERJET INTERNATIONAL SPA

Aircraft manufacturing
Italy

AQM SRL

Works with thousands of national and international 
metallurgical and manufacturing companies, developing 
excellent skills on industrial materials in various application 
fields, on their production processes, on continuous 
improvement

Italy

COMPOSITEX SRL

Manufature parts in composite metals for aeronautics and 
 chassis racing cars

Italy

ELLE EMME SRL

Integrated and customized mechanical solutions for industrial 
applications

Italy

ECOR INTERNATIONAL SPA

The core business of the company are design and special 
processes, in particular the welding and the heat treatment on 
stainless steels, titanium alloys, aluminum and special alloys.

Italy

BENOZZI ENGINEERING SRL

High precision mechanical components
Italy

OFFICINA STELLARE SPA

SME leader in the design, development and delivery of complex 
opto-mechanical systems and instrumentation for both Ground 
and Space-based applications.

Italy

MBDA ITALIA

Specialized in the field of missile systems, defence systems, 
boasts comprehensive portfolio of technical missiles. 

Italy

LLS TITANIUM SRL

Manufacturer of screws and accessories made of titanium, high 
resistance aluminium alloy, special steel and carbon.

Italy

TUBIFLEX SPA

Designing and manifacturing flexible hoses, hose assemblies and 
expansion joints.  

Italy

OSSERVATORIO SPACE ECONOMY

Stable point of reference at national level in the study of the 
technological opportunities and related business impact of 
Space Economy

Italy
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ANGELANTONI TEST TECHNOLOGIES SRL

Design and manufacturing of high performing climatic chambers 
to simulate extreme conditions, suitable for products and 
process development

Italy

AMAZON WEB SERVICES

Amazon Web Services, Inc. is a subsidiary of Amazon that 
provides on-demand cloud computing platforms and APIs to 
individuals, companies, and governments.

Italy

LOCKHEED MARTIN SPACE

Lockheed Martin is at the forefront of outer space development 
by partnering with government and commercial customers to 
create breakthrough technologies that bring us closer to 
discovering more of space

Italy

ESSETI MECCANICA DI PRECISIONE SRL

Reliable, punctual, complete and certified precision mechanics
Italy

BERCELLA SRL

Bercella srl is a leading name in the field of composite materials. 
Our advanced production system covers the entire chain of 

 ac vi es
Italy

FOMAS GROUP

FOMAS Group manufactures forgings and seamless rolled rings, 
in any type of steel and non-ferrous alloys.

Italy

PCM SRL

Precision machining of parts for aeronautical application
Italy

MB ELETTRONICA SRL 

electronic boards and cable assembly
Italy

OPTEC SPA

Offering high demanding optical design capability, starting from 
scratch and coming to prototyping + engineering phases of very 

 complex op cal and optoelectronic systems
Italy

LEAF SPACE SRL

Leaf Space operates and continues to develop a solid and 
reliable distributed ground station infrastructure for a world 
where Space is for everyone, up there to be discovered and 
explored with small, versatile and cost-effective Smallsats. 

Italy

FLY ELECTRONICS SRL

Analog IC
Italy

ZOPPAS INDUSTRIES ITALY - IRCA SPA

Zoppas Industries Heating Element Technologies boast an 
experience of over 50 years in design and production of heating 
elements and systems, even completed with thermal controls 
for domestic and industrial applications.

Italy

ANSYS ITALIA SRL

Develops, markets, and supports engineering simulation 
software used to predict how product designs will operate and 
how manufacturing processes will behave in real-world 

 environments 
Italy

TW METALS ITALY SRL

The very best in specialty metals, complete processing services, 
timely delivery and expert service. Also the best source for 
providing innovative supply chain solutions worldwide.

Italy

ADD TO SHAPE SRL

Addtoshape designs and manufactures innovative cold crucibles 
in pure copper with high energy efficiency, reducing electricity 
consumption and increasing productivity.

Italy

CABOMET SRL

High vacuum metallization sector and finishing treatments in 
general in the molding of plastic materials

Italy

ARCA DYNAMICS

Providing space traffic management and Earth observation 
services using and operating proprietary CubeSats nanosatellites.

Italy
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INVOLVE SPACE  

Provides solutions for space-based activities via a customizable 
and intelligent stratospheric pseudo satellite for Earth 
observation, defense and telecommunications missions.

Italy

TECNOTTICA CONSONNI SRL

Manufacturing of custom optical components for industrial and 
aerospace applications.

Italy

MEC3D SRL 

MEC3D supports manufacturing companies in the production of 
components and/or assemblies, providing order management 
services from feasibility study to shipment with an ISO9001 and 
EN9100 certified quality management system

Italy

ARGO DI T.M. FUMAGALLI SRL

Produces quality technical articles in rubber, O-rings and 
punched gaskets using the most modern production and control 
technologies. 

Italy

A.L.A. SPA

Stocking Distributor & Supply Chain Solutions Provider
Italy

APOGEO SPACE SRL

Focused on building a constellation of picosatellites to provide a 
global telecommunication service for the IoT (Internet of 
Things), connecting low power and low data rate devices 
located in remote or poorly connected areas

Italy

SMART INDUSTRY SRL

Main contractor for technical, industrial and production 
solutions. We support companies, organizations and institutions 

 in designing and producing with innova on and sustainability.
Italy

ALGRA SPA

leading positions in the precision machining, working as partner 
with the most important world leaders in energetic sectors, 
instrumentation and machine tool

Italy

MECCANICA DI QUATTRO SRL

HDQ group offers a wide range of services: from the design, the 
realization of the mechanical parts in subcontracting, through 
mechanical manufacturing, to the full systems assembly

Italy

VOLTA STRUCTURAL ENERGY

Energy storage solutions: Structural Batteries
Italy

AMETEK SRL

Taylor Hobson is the world leader in surface and form metrology 
We provide contact and non-contact measurement solutions for 
the most demanding applications on a global basis.

Italy

CAMERA DI COMMERCIO VENEZIA GIULIA

Promozione della costituzione del Cluster Tecnologico 
Aerospaziale Alpe Adria - CT3A 

Italy

VECTOR ROBOTICS SRL

Development of Solar drones for ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance, 
and Reconnaissance). Development of VTOLs and Heavy lift 
multicopters for agricolture. 

Italy

BLU ELETRONIC SRL

Electronic systems design house which facilitates the 
development, production, test & integration of highly reliability 
equipment for third party companies and Agencies

Italy

L.M.A. AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY

Mechanical machining for the aerospace industry
Italy

LOMEC SRL SB

Machining (Turning and Milling) of metal parts for aerospace 
market 

Italy

SERVIZI CONFINDUSTRIA VARESE

Business Consulting and Services
Italy
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QTI SRL

developing and producing Quantum Key Distribution systems
Italy

E-GEOS SPA

leading international player in the Earth Observation (EO) and 
Geo-Spatial Information business.

Italy

TAV ENGINEERING

Vacuum furnace after sales service; Titanium quenching 
furnaces; Titanium welding systems; Vacuum casting furnaces

Italy

AVIO SPA (COLLEFERRO)

Avio is the prime contractor for the production of the small lift 
launch vehicles Vega and Vega C, two European Space Agency 
(ESA) programs

Italy

LEONARDO (AIRCRAFT DIVISION)

Leonardo is a global industrial company in high technology, and 
a key player in Aerospace, Defense and Security.

Italy

UMBRAGROUP SPA

World leader in the production of ball screws for the 
aeronautical industry and is a company at the forefront of both 

 the aeronau cal and industrial sectors.
Italy

OHB ITALIA SPA

Internal / external facilities for ISS. Small sate
Italy

DWAVE SRL

DWave is a center of technological innovation in the field of 
electronic design.

Italy

LUNAR CITY SRL 

Space Edu-entertainment. Real-time use of travel and space 
stations in a virtual environment

Italy

CISTELAIER SPA

Cistelaier S.p.A. manufactures prototypes, small, medium and 
large series of a very wide range of printed circuit boards (up to 
40 layers): double-sided, multilayer, rigid-flex, HDI, PCBs and 
boards realised with special materials.

Italy

SOMASPACE

Empowering space-related companies 
Italy

VOYAGER SPACE EUROPE

Aerospace, Space Station, ISS, Rideshare, Satellite Deployment.
Italy

NEW HORIZON SRL 

New Horizon is the comprehensive sustainability consulting firm 
for the Space Economy.

Italy

HYRO SRL 

Italy

ROHDE & SCHWARZ ITALIA SPA

Develops and produces a wide range of electronic solutions for 
the industrial sector, infrastructure operators and public 
institutions

Italy

SCEN S.R.L. 

micro Electronic Manufacturing Services
Italy

INNOITALY SRL  

Ultra-low power, energy independent, sustainable sensors 
ecosystem with BLE, LoRa and LEO data transmission capabilities 
and embedded AI.  

Italy

VGA SRL

Actuation, Battary Packages and Test benches for aerospace
Italy

GIULIO VOLPI AGRONOMO 

Innovation and technology transfer in agriculture
Italy
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FORGITAL ITALY SPA

Providing complete solutions to improve and simplify the 
production process through an integrated system of 
technologies and services: The Compact Supply Chain.

Italy

EXTREME MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING SRL

Working with experts in the fluid dynamic, civil, construction 
and design fields, but also of CAD / CAE software integrated in 
the process of development and design new products

Italy

DYNAMIC OPTICS SRL

Innovative solutions for deformable optical components and 
wavefront sensing. Unique innovative transmissive wavefront 
modulators, ultra-high reflectivity deformable mirrors and 
solutions for wavefront sensing metrology

Italy

DAVE SRL

Products and technologies for embedded systems and 
networking

Italy

AMETEK - ZYGO

High precision technologies
Italy

RGM SPACE

RGM SPACE is a Parts Agency focused on EEE Parts Engineering, 
Procurement and Testing of Hi-Rel & COTS components with a 
strong and constantly growing heritage in Space Programs. 

Italy

EMBASSY OF CANADA TO ITALY

Canadian embassy to Italy
Italy

A.T.P. SPA

Production of standard and special seals in various elastomers, 
polyurethanes and techno polymers.

Italy

SSC SPACE ITALY SRL

Full-service supplier of state-of-the-art space engineering, 
satellite and launch services to commercial and institutional 
customers worldwide.

Italy

ALHOF DI A. HOFMANN SPA

ALHOF offers pre-sales technical support in line with the latest 
market technologies, creating an excellent relationship with the 
customer and providing a high-level service suited to current 
market needs

Italy

LK METROLOGY EUROPE SRL 

Manufacturing of Coordinate Measuring Machines and 
 Metrology So ware

Italy

MAROSO SRL

Manufacturing technological systems and autoclaves, giving 
shape to the ideas of our customers, committing ourselves to 
guaranteeing efficiency over time. We build the future 
responsibly, customizing projects and optimizing resources.

Italy

PLANETEK ITALIA SRL

Planetek operates in many fields of application: environmental 
and land monitoring, smart cities, defense and security 
solutions, engineering and construction, energy, food resources, 
up to scientific satellite missions and space exploration.

Italy

D-ORBIT

Space Logistic and Orbital Transportation services 
Italy

D-ORBIT

Space Logistic and Orbital Transportation services 
Italy

BLUEWIND SRL

Bluewind is an engineering company that provides strategic 
consultation, electronics, software and development solutions 
in the automotive, aerospace and medical sectors using 
diversified technologies and a safety-critical approach.

Italy
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THALES ALENIA SPACE ITALIA SPA

Critical information systems for defence, aerospace, transport 
 and civil security

Italy

CARL ZEISS SPA

Distributors/Medical and surgical instruments, equipment and 
instruments for medical laboratories

Italy

GT LINE SRL

The Company is widely recognized as a leading manufacturer of 
smart transportation solutions

Italy

PHOENIX

Space and aeronautics
Italy

ALTEC SPA

PROVISION OF ENGINEERING SUPPORT SERVICES FOR 
 OPERATIONS

Italy

BYTEST SRL

Services in special processes : Material Testing and Non 
Destructive Testings -We are an Examination Center of ITANDTB 
according to EN 4179, we can make NDT personnel training and 
examination

Italy

MIPRONS SRL

Space propulsion systems
Italy

TELESPAZIO SPA

Telespazio works to bring Space closer to Earth, benefitting 
citizens, institutions and companies in a variety of sectors 

Italy

ICE - ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY

Promotion of international activities
Italy

LEONARDO COMPANY

Leonardo is a global high-tech company,one of the key players 
 in Aerospace, Defence and Security. 

Italy

LOMBARDIA AEROSPACE CLUSTER

Lombardia aerospace cluster is a network of companies able to 
integrate difference competences in the aerospace and 
aeronautic field

Italy

AL TI COLOR SRL

SURFACE TREATMENT
Italy

A.L.A. SPA

Stocking Distributor & Supply Chain Solutions Provider
Italy

FIMAC SPA

Design, manufacturing and selling hydraulic and pneumatic 
components (valves, actuators, pressure switches) and 
environmental control system for military and civilian aircrafts

Italy

ASI - AGENZIA SPAZIALE ITALIANA

Italian space agency established as one of the most important 
global players on the scene of space science, satellite 
technologies, the development of means to reach and explore 
the cosmos.

Italy

RF MICROTECH SRL

Innovative RF products and smart solutions in the area of 
steerable antennas, phased arrays, microwave filters and 
multiplexers for Space, SatCom and Aerospace applications

Italy

ALMA SISTEMI SAS

 high-level consultancy in the space and defence markets
Italy

SUPERJET INTERNATIONAL SPA

Aircraft manufacturing
Italy
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SINERGO SRL

Automation for Space- , Power Electronics-, Power 
Semiconductor-, E-mobility Industry; Carbon Fiber 
Electromagnetic Induction Welding Technology and Equipment

Italy

AVIOTEC SRL

Production of MLI, MDPS & nOMEX TEXILE (cooperation with 
Thales)

Italy

AIAD - ITALIAN INDUSTRIES FEDERATION FOR AEROSPACE, 
DEFENCE AND SECURITY

Italian companies for Aerospace, Defense and Security
Italy

IHI AEROSPACE CO., LTD

Solid Rocket - Solid Rocket - Motor Equipment for International 
Space Station like Docking mechanism - Thruster

Japan

JAXA - JAPAN AEROSPACE EXPLORATION AGENCY

The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency is the Japanese 
national air and space agency.

Japan

NEC CORPORATION

the development of  satellites, including communications, 
broadcast, Earth observation, astronomical observation, 
engineering test and interplanetary exploration satellites.

Japan

MISSION SPACE SA

Space weather data & analytics company Mission Space 
provides space weather data intelligence for space actors, 
industrial infrastructure and global scientific community

Luxembourg

OX ORIGIN TECHNOLOGIES SRL

Design of complex structures & mechanisms for space 
applications, from concept to commercialization. Bespoke 
development of novel software solutions for high-tech 
applications

Romania

KOREA AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES LTD

Manufacturer and Tier 1 supplier of aerospace industries, 
fighters, helicopters, UAVs and aerostructures, avionics etc

South Korea

HANWHA CORP/MACHINERY

South Korea

DHV TECHNOLOGY

DHV Technology is a Spain based international company that 
designs and manufactures solar panels for space applications 
and other power subsystems for different platforms

Spain

TUBACEX SA

TUBACEX Group provides tubular solutions in the five 
 con nents

Spain

J2 SOURCING AB

Electronic Component Distributor for Defense and Aerospace 
industry.

Sweden

E-ORBIT

Design and production of satellites propulsion systems.
Switzerland

SCHOTT ADVANCED OPTICS

SCHOTT Advanced Optics is a valuable partner for developing 
products and customized solutions for applications in optics, 
astronomy, opto-electronics, augmented reality, life sciences, 
and research. A portfolio of over 120 glasses

Switzerland

E2MC VENTURES

Founder @ E2MC Ventures & Prometheus Life Technologies | 
Space Startups, Space Biotech, Space Education

Switzerland

SATSEARCH BV

The global marketplace for space, satsearch features space 
products,

The Netherlands
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SUPREME COUNCIL OF UKRAINE

 Supreme Council of Ukraine, Industrial Policy Commi ee
Ukraine

NATIONAL SPACE FACILITIES CONTROL AND TEST CENTER

The National Center is an integral scientific and technical 
complex in the system of main instruments of the National 
Space Program of Ukraine.

Ukraine

CAVU AEROSPACE UK LTD

The company specializes in the manufacturing of satellite 
systems and subsystems, with a production line that includes 8 
different satellite components.

United Kingdom

AIRBORN INTERNATIONAL LTD

Connectors, Cable and Circuit Assemblies for Aerospace, Military 
and Space sectors. 

United Kingdom

SKYRORA

Skyrora specialises in the design and manufacture of modular 
disassemblable rocket launch vehicles.

United Kingdom

QA SYSTEMS LTD

CASE tools - Other software for software design - Test software - 
Other tools and software - Training

United Kingdom

COILCRAFT

Coilcraft is a global magnetic components manufacturer 
specializing in inductors and transformers - proudly serving a 

 number of industries.
United Kingdom

AXIOM SPACE

leading provider of human spaceflight services and developer of 
human-rated space infrastructure

USA

SPECIALTY COATING SYSTEMS US

SCS is a world leader in Parylene, liquid, plasma, ALD and 
multilayer conformal coating services and technologies with 
over 50 years of experience and 21 worldwide locations, 
including 9 in the Americas, 5 in Europe and 7 in Asia.

USA

BLUE ORIGIN LLC

We work with the world's leading satellite manufacturers to 
deliver highly capable satellites using proven technologies

USA

NASA GLENN RESEARCH CENTER-JACKSON AND TULL

 It is home to some of the world’s largest and most capable 
space simulation test facilities, where ground tests are 
conducted for the U.S. and international space and aeronautics 
communities

USA
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